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Introduction

Dependence of aerogel refractive index on density

n2 = 1 + ↵⇢ (↵ = 0.438)

Inhomogeneity in density      Inhomogeneity in refractive index
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Goal    Measure the variations of refractive index over the  
surface of the aerogel tiles with high precision

GeV/c, a proximity imaging method with thin (2 cm) aerogel38

and direct Cherenkov light detection will be used. For larger39

incident particle angles of 13o < θ < 35o and intermediate mo-40

menta of p = 3 - 6 GeV/c, the Cherenkov light will be focused41

by a spherical mirror, undergo two further passes through the42

thin radiator material and a reflection from planar mirrors be-43

fore detection. The longer path of light and the focusing mirror44

allow the use of thick (6 cm) aerogel to compensate yield losses45

in the thin radiator.46

2. The RICH Component Tests47

2.1. Aerogel Radiator48

The best radiator for RICH hadron identification in the few49

GeV momentum range is silica aerogel, an amorphous solid50

network of SiO2 nanocrystals with a very low macroscopic den-51

sity and a refractive index in between gases and liquids. It has52

been successfully used as radiator material for RICH detectors53

in several particle physics experiments [6] and is planned for54

future use [7]. A systematic characterization has been carried55

out in laboratory and during test beams on a variety of aerogel56

samples from different producers and refractive indexes in the57

range n=1.04-1.06 identified to provide sufficient photon yield.58

The aerogel from the Budker and Boreskov Catalysis Institutes59

of Novosibirsk [8] has been studied most thoroughly, because it60

combines high-transparency with flexibility in geometrical pa-61

rameters (area and thickness).62

Precise measurements of the aerogel transmittance as a func-63

tion of the wavelength have been performed using a Lambda64

650 S PerkinElmer spectrophotometer. During prototyping, the65

production technique and the resulting quality of the Russian66

aerogel has been significantly improved with time. Presently, a67

clarity of the order of 0.0050 µm4cm−1 for a n=1.05 refractive68

index has been achieved, a value comparable with the best ones69

obtained at lower refractive indexes [9].70

In order to study the chromatic dispersion, estimated to be71

among the largest contributions to the Cherenkov angle resolu-72

tion, one needs precise measurements of the aerogel refractive73

index as a function of the wavelength. Different methods were74

employed, see Fig. 2. The prism method allows to measure the75

refractive index through the Snell-Descartes formula [10]. The76

measurements were performed using a monochromatic beam77

extracted from the spectrophotometer, focused by a series of78

lenses and recorded by a CCD camera. As a second method, the79

dependence of the refractive index on the photon wavelength80

has been studied by applying optical filters just after the n=1.0581

aerogel radiator in a RICH prototype tested with a 8 GeV/c pion82

beam (see next Section). The set of available filters allowed to83

span the entire range of relevant wavelengths, from 300 to 65084

nm, in steps of 50 nm. At the reference wavelength of 40085

nm, the measured n = 1.0492 ± 0.0004 refractive index (the er-86

ror is only statistical) is in agreement with the valued derived87

from the known aerogel density of ρ = 0.230 g/cm3 and the88

relation n2 = 1 + 0.438ρ. The data points are consistent with89

the dispersion model used as input to the RICH simulations, in90

which the aerogel refractive index is derived as a combination91
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Figure 2: Aerogel dispersion measured with the spectrometer beam and the
prism method (top) and with the RICH prototype and 8 GeV/c pion beam by
using optical filters (bottom) on two different n=1.05 aerogel tiles. The data
points are compared with the dispersion model used in input to the RICH Monte
Carlo simulations (dashed line).

of its air and quartz components [11]. Due to local inhomo-92

geneities, the refractive index can change significantly (up to93

δn ≈ 10−3) throughout the tile. The prism method allows to94

determine the refractive index only in the proximity of the tile95

edges, whereas the test-beam measurements are time consum-96

ing. A complementary approach has been commissioned based97

on the gradient method [12]. Preliminary results indicate that98

inhomogeneities contribute to the Cherenkov angle resolution99

much less than the chromatic dispersion.100

2.2. Photon Detector101

As confirmed by simulation studies [4], the photon detec-102

tor must provide a spatial resolution of less than 1 cm not to103

degrade the Cherenkov angle resolution in the CLAS12 RICH104

geometry. The Hamamatsu H8500 multianode photomultiplier105

tubes (MA-PMTs) have been selected as a candidate being an106

effective compromise between detector performance and cost.107

It comprises an 8 × 8 array of pixels, each with dimensions108

5.8 mm × 5.8 mm, into an active area of 49.0 mm × 49.0 mm109

with a very high packing fraction of 89%. The device offers110

a spectral response matching the spectrum of light transmitted111

by the aerogel, with a quantum efficiency peaking at 400 nm,112

and a fast response (less than 1 ns rise time) useful to suppress113

background.114

Although the H8500 MA-PMT is not advertised as the opti-115

mal device for single photon detection purposes, several units116

have been characterized in laboratory tests and used in test-117

beams of RICH prototypes with dedicated electronics, achiev-118

ing performances adequate to the CLAS12 RICH requirements.119

The uniformity of the H8500 response has been extensively120

studied with a pico-second pulsed laser. The typical gain vari-121
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Introduction

X-ray
source

aerogel
sensor 

1. Dark image :  Source switched off 
2. White image : Source on & w/o aerogel
3. Aerogel image : Source on & with aerogel 

Measurement options:
• Different beam energies 
(12, 16, 18,20, 25 kV).
• Different measurement 
time periods (25,30,..,50s).
• Possibility to combine 
multiple frames.     

Dark White Aerogel
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Summery of measurements: e-logbook
Image2_12s_15kV
Image3_20s_15kV
Image4_20s
Image5_22s_15kV
Image6_35s_15kV
Image8_20s
Image9_5s_25kV
Image10_20s_25kV
Image11_8s_25kV
Image12_20s_25kV
Image13_50s
Image14_40s
Image16_25s
Image18_25s_25kV
Image20_30s
Image23_30s_25kV
Image25_35s
Image27_35s_25kV
Image29_28s_25kV
Image30_28s_25kV
Image31_32s_25kV
Image32_27s_15kV
Image33_30s_25kV
Image34_27s_25kV
Image35_26s_25kV
Image36_21s_25kV
Image38_40s
Image39_10s_20kV
Image40_35s_20kV
Image38_40s

Image39_10s_20kV
Image40_35s_20kV
Image42_34s
Image44_37s_18kV
Image46_27s
Image48_35s
Image50_35s_16kV
Image51_30s
Image53_35s_15kV
Image55_40s
Image56_45s_15kV
Image57_20s_15kV
Image58_45s_15kV
Image59_50s
Image61_45s_12kV
Image62_45s_12kV
Image63_50s           -10f
Image64_25s           -10f
Image65_40s           -10f
Image66_30s           -10f
Image67_30s_25kV -10f
Image68_30s_25kV - 10f
Image69_35s_20kV - 10f
Image70_40s_18kV - 3f
Image71_40s_16kV - 3f
Image72_35s_16kV - 3f
Image73_30s_25kV - 3f   (russian)
Image74_30s_25kV - 10f (russian)
Image75_30s_25kV - 10f (big russian)
Image2B_30s_25kV - 10f

Dark
White
Aerogel
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Dark image comparisons(Im 63,64,65,66,16,59)

Y-projection

X-projection
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Dark image comparisons(Im 63,64,66)
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Conventional definitions 

⌧A = c⌧W

A�meas. image with aerogel

D �meas. image of dark rate

W �meas. image w/o aerogel

In terms of rates at unit time
A = (a + d)⌧A

D = d⌧D

W = (w + d)⌧W

R =
(a + d)⌧A � d⌧d

(w + d)⌧W � d⌧d

Observable of interest:

Under the assumptions of equal 
measurement times for all 3 images:  

R =
A�D

W �D

Measurement times of  A & W can be 
synchronized using the control region 

c =
IntegralA
IntegralW

Synchronization of Dark images is not possible.

⌧ �meas. time
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20 kv   A-35s  W-35s  D-35s 

R =
A�Bc1

Wc�Bc1

c1=1.00
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20 kv   A-35s  W-35s  D-35s 

R =
A�Bc1

Wc�Bc1

c1=1.01
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20 kv   A-35s  W-35s  D-35s 

R =
A�Bc1

Wc�Bc1

c1=1.02
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20 kv   A-35s  W-35s  D-35s 

R =
A�Bc1

Wc�Bc1

c1=1.03
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20 kv   A-35s  W-35s  D-35s 

R =
A�Bc1

Wc�Bc1

c1=0.99
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20 kv   A-35s  W-35s  D-35s 

R =
A�Bc1

Wc�Bc1

c1=0.98
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20 kv   A-35s  W-35s  D-35s 

R =
A�Bc1

Wc�Bc1

c1=0.97
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25 kv   A-30s  W-30s  D-30s 

R =
A�Bc1

Wc�Bc1

c1=1.07
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25 kv   A-30s  W-30s  D-30s 

R =
A�Bc1

Wc�Bc1

c1=1.08
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25 kv   A-30s  W-30s  D-30s 

R =
A�Bc1

Wc�Bc1

c1=1.09
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25 kv   A-30s  W-30s  D-30s 

R =
A�Bc1

Wc�Bc1

c1=1.10
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25 kv   A-30s  W-30s  D-30s 

R =
A�Bc1

Wc�Bc1

c1=1.11
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25 kv   A-30s  W-30s  D-30s 

R =
A�Bc1

Wc�Bc1

c1=1.12
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Russian Aerogel:small 25 kv   A-30s  W-30s  D-30s 
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Russian Aerogel:big 25 kv   A-30s  W-30s  D-30s 
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Russian:big(rotated) 25 kv   A-30s  W-30s  D-30s 
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